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Infiltration Maps for Modern, Monsoon, and Glacial Transition Climates 

Debra Hughson and Chandrika Manepally requested shallow infiltration resu1t:s from the CNWRNNRC code for 
input into their thermal modeling. They wanted shallow infiltration data for the: locations of ID columns modeled by 
Tom Buscheck olLLNL and used for the DOE TSPA simulations. Hughson and Manepally wanted me to give them 
maps of mean case, lower-bound, and upper-bound for each of the three climates: modern, monsoon, and glacial 
transition. 

Since the NRC/CNWRA TPA code does not use stepped climate changes (an external file with a curve is used 
instead), the first step will be to determine precipitation and temperature values to use for each climate case and 
uncertainty bounds. The second step will be to extract net infiltration values f0.r the TEF locations from the 
infiltration maps. To do this, I will modify the script I used to extract repository-average net infiltration values 
(Scientific Notebook #227, pages 11-17). 

I will be running the ITYM preprocessor associated with last documented version of the TPA code (version 4.0) to 
obtain those maps. Hydraulic parameter uncertainty will be incorporated using the ITYM module of TPA 4.0 in 
Monte Carlo mode. The ITYM will be run on the SUN machine called vulcan. The source files and external files for 
ITYM were obtained from Ron Janetzke to ensure that the 4.0 version was used. 

vulcan -/ITYM-July2001/itym40/* original files from Ron Janetzke with original date stamps of - March 2000 
./itym40-compile /* the compiled version (using the supplied makefile) 
./simulations/* the simulations using the precip and temperatures for each climate 
./simulations/DS9/* the simulations run on ds9 inslead of vulcan 

vulcan -/Ityrn-Usage/TEF-July2001/* extraction of pointlcell data from infiltration map files 
bubo: J:\AVDataKepository\repositorytef.apr 
bubo: J:Utym-Usage\TEF-July2000\* 

The climate data will come from DOE since NRC does not formal reconstruct climate using CRWMS M&O (2000, 
infiltration AMR). 

Modern upper-bound: 
Modern mean: 
Modern lower-bound: 

Desert Rock data, scaled to repository average of 4 rndyr 
Desert Rock data, scaled to repository average of 8.2; m d y r  
Desert Rock data, scaled to repository average of 13 mm/yr 

Monsoon upper-bound: 
Monsoon mean: 
Monsoon lower-bound: 

Hobbs, NM scaled by same factor as mean modern 
Average of lower- and upper-bound scaled monsoon results 
Use scaled mean modern results 

Glacial upper-bound: 
Glacial mean: 
Glacial lower-bound: 

Rosalia, WA scaled by same factor as mean modern 
Average of lower- and upper-bound scaled glacial transition results 
Delta, UT scaled by same factor as mean modern 

The Desert Rock precipitation and temperature, as applied to YM (precipitation is scaled for TPA), are taken 
directly from the TPA 4.0 documentation. The Hobbs, Rosalia, and Delta precipitation and temperature data are 
taken from tables in CRWMS M&O (2000, infiltration AMR). The scaling is based on the analysis and 
recommendation in Winterle et al. (1999). The mean and range of repository-averaged infiltration are inputs to the 
TPA tpa.inp input file. The range is intended to account for uncertainty in general, for the nebulous way vegetation 
is incorporated, snowmelt is not included, soil depths and textures remain constant over climate change, and the lack 
of a surface routinghunon module in the model. The monsoon and glacial transition mean cases are averages; this is 
the same approach used by DOE except that the lower- and upper-bounds are themselves averages of 2 or 3 sites. I 
chose Hobbs, Rosalia, and Delta to be conservative (expected greater net infiltraition). 
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LLNL tefd.txt 
location location 

The steps to develop a table that has net infiltration uncertainty for each TEF location will be: 

Nevada State Nevada State UTM NAIX-1 
Plane Easting, Plane Northing, Easting, meters Easting, meters 

1. 

2.  

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

Run ITYM in Monte Carlo mode for each precipitation and temperature pair. 1000 realizations were run for 
each precip & temperature pair. Output is named with city, see vulcan -/I'rYM-July2001/simulations/*. 

Desert Rock 162.8 m d y r  17.4"C 
Hobbs 417.6 m d y r  163°C 
Rosalia 459.7 mm/yr 8.4"C 

0 Delta 197.9 m d y r  10.1"C 

mean modern: modernm 
upper-bound monsoon: monsoon.ub 

0 upper-bound glacial transition: glacial.ub 
lower-bound glacial transition: glacial.lb 

Run maidsf to create scaled net infiltration maps created in step 1 for: 

Cycle through steps 4,5,6 for each output map from step 2 to avoid writing over the output results (because the 
output files for scripts are named the same). 
Run extract.f on output of maid.f to extract infiltration values for the TEF locations (outfile: tef.out) 
Run extract-reposit0ry.f to check on repository-averaged net infiltration values as a consistency check (output 
file is named: summary-main.dat). 
Concatenate (cat) tef.out and summary-main.dat (output files from steps 4 and 5. respectively) to get: 

mean-modern.out 
upper-monsoon.out 
upper-glacial.out 
lower-glacial.out 

lower-bound modern: 
upper-bound modern: 
lower-bound monsoon: use scaled mean modern results directly 
mean monsoon: 
mean glacial transition: 

Put data from output files into spreadsheet and calculate remaining entries: 
scale results from scaled mean modern by U8.5 
scale results from scaled mean modern by 13/8.5 

calculate average of lower- and upper-bound scaled monsoon 
calculate average of lower- and upper-bound scaled glacial transition 

As usual use the UNIX commands dos2unix and unix2dos commands whenever transferring files between UNIX 
and WinNT. 

The code in step 1 is controlled under TOP-018 as part of the TPA 4.0 code. The scripts in steps 2-5 perform simple 
data transformations; specifically, normalizing (scaling) an infiltration map and extracting an average infiltration 
from a portion of the infiltration map. All three scripts are included directly below. Visual checks on the output files 
indicate (tracking first few and last entries) that the scripts performed as designed. The step 5 check on the 
repository averaee also suggests that the maids.f and extract.f of steps 2 and 4 are performing as expected; note that 
extract-reposit0ry.f is a direct copy of a previously used (and checked) script, see Sci Ntbk #227, page 11-17. The 
maidsf and extract.f scripts were started from the extract-reposit0ry.f script, anid do slightly different tasks. Hence, 
repository average should be the same between the latter two scripts; and this would also indicate that maids.f is 
reading and writing the maidtbl.dat format correctly. 

The TEF locations are shown in the table below: 

171 150.5 233772.7 548460 4078942 
170761.5 235559.9 548065 4080728 

17c3 170574.3 232036.8 547890 4077205 
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m e  of the locations are on ridges and one is on a side slope (14~3) as shown in the figure below. 
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Scripts 

Two scripts, with many redundant aspects, are included below; maids.f and extract.f. Since extract-reposit0ry.f is a 
copy of a previously used script, it  is not included here (see Sci Ntbk #227, page 11-17). The scripts have extensive 
commenting, hence no further description is included here. 

maidsf script: 

arraylk.31 

c w: 

..o 
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r~adl~ore.d.'la9,ilOl'l junklll. ncol .  
r.adlior~aid.'1~9.ilOl'l iunkI21. n r w s  
r.adlior.ad.'I.9.f16.51'I junkl31. xllcorner 
rsadlior~ad:1~9.f16.51'1 junkl41, yllcorner 
rsadliur~ad.'la9,fl5.51'I 1unkI51. cellslze 
do I - 5. 7 
anddo 
do I = I .  nrws 'nno l .  

enddo 
rm.xdliar..d,'la91'I junk161 
clo.elloread1 

opsnlunit * iwrit. file = 'wnsoan.uh'.  form - 'fo-tt.d.1 
do I = 1, 1 

rcadlioread:Ia6OI'I h.ad.rsIi1 

~~adlior.ad.'1~15.81'1 hobbslil 

c Writing out norwlird Hobb. HI1 to maidtb1.d.t f o m r .  

extract.f script: 

prOgra extract 
c script for deremnirrg if a point lie. within the repo.~rory footprint. 



L. 8 L Z 5 L 0 P T 8 5 L 5 . 
CPT6ETTLPT.9S6 

0 0 ~ 6 5  = upuoa 6u 
E6P09806T18L8 
EE99Z0000000S 
18PS = A i 0 2  
L8LZSLOPT8SLS 
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modern lower-bound 

lower-'glacial .out 

Average = 12 .170442000000  
Std Dev = NaN 
Number in Polygon = 1 
Average = 26.415352000000 
S t d  Dev = NaN 
Number in Polygon = 1 
Average = 23 .620349000000  
S t d  Dev = NaN 
Number in Polygon = 1 
Average = 25 .860109000000  
Std Dev = NaN 
Number in Modeling Domain = 59700 
Average = 13 .704020440467  
Std Dev = 2.0115316273985 
Number in Repository = 5 4 8 1  
Average = 16 .536907926473  
Std Dev = 2 .4397166581439  
Number in Modeling Domain = 59700 
Average = 13.704020440467 
Std Dev = 2.0115316273985 

Number in Polygon = 1 

Point 3 Point 4 

5.9 

14c3 14c I 
Point I Point 2 

2.8 6.9 
MAI m d y r  MA1 m d y r  MAI m d y r  MAI m d y r  

upper-glacial.out 
Number in ,?olygon = 1 
Average = 52.206100000000 
Std Dev = NaN 
Number in I?olygon = 1 
Average = 92.073588000000 
std Dev = NaN 
Number in I?olygon = 1 
Average = 89.514108000000 
Std Dev = NaN 
Number in Polygon = 1 
Average = 92.874099000000 
Std Dev = NaN 
Number in Elodeling Domain = 59700 
Average = 55.234934394221 
Std Dev = 3.4462704904686 
Number in Repository = 5 4 8 1  
Average = 65.666701494618 
Std Dev = 4.2844428553188 
Number in Nodeling Domain = 59700 
Average = 55 .234934394221  
Std Dev = 3.4462704904686 

glacial lower-bound 
glacial mean 
glacial uDDer-bound 

The results for each TEF location were extracted into a table and the remaining, entries were calculated as follows in 
the bubo: J:UTYM-Usage\TEF-July200 1haiTEFlocations.xls file: 

lower-bound modern: 
upper-bound modern: 
lower-bound monsoon: use scaled mean modem results directly 
mean monsoon: 
mean glacial transition: 

scale results from scaled mean modern by 1/8.5 
scale results from scaled mean modern by 13/8.5 

calculate average of lower- and upper-bound scaled monsoon 
calculate average of lower- and upper-bound scaled glacial transition 

12.2 26.4 23.6 wl 
32.2 59.2 56.6 
52.2 92. I 89.5 92.9 

The scaling factor was 8.50/12.701897= 0.668229 where 8.5 m d y r  was the desired repository average net 
infiltration and 12.7 m d y r  was obtained from the Desert Rock IYTM output. This scaling factor was used on the 
Hobbs, Delta, and Rosalia infiltration maps. 

The table below contains the results that Chandrika and Hughson wanted for thleir top boundary condition. 

modern mean I 14.7 I 
19.1 modern upper-bound 22.5 

I I 
monsoon lower-bound I 6.0 14.7 12.5 
monsoon mean 1 18.2 1 39.9 I 

60.4 monsoon umer-bound 1 30.3 65.0 

Note that the 14c3 location has lower values of net infiltration than the values used by LLNL (DOE) for this location, 
The DOE uses 8.'' mdyr,  21.? mdyr ,  and 38.7 m d y r  for the modern, monsoon, and glacial transition mean cases 
for location 14c3. Shown in the next section, the NRC/CNWRA repository averages are generally twice as large as 
the DOE values. 
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Comparison with DOE Averages 

Comparison of results with DOE averages from CRWMS M&O (2000, infiltration AMR) is something that we’ve 
needed to do for awhile. We haven’t put much credence in a comparison because of the NRCICNWRA lack of a 
vegetation module, runon module, and snowmelt module. The first two modules should be in place this year; the last 
will probably not get incorporated. At any rate, the following table is a first-cut comparison. 

Mean Annual Infiltration I---- 
modern lower-bound 

modern upper-bound - 
monsoon lower-bound 

monsoon upper-bound 

lalacial uvver-bound 
‘Entries in parentheses are ca 

NRC/CNWRA 
repository repository repository average, 

(not scaled) 

4.6 8.5 
I 

I 
11.1 13 

4.6 8.5 I 12.7 
I 12.2 (25.1) 

19.8 41.6 I 62.2 

2.5 16.6 I 
17.8 (41.2) . ,  

33 I 65.7 I 
dated as the average from the upper and lower bounds. 
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